
Magic Band Buddy Instructions 

Magic Band Buddies are made to be used as an accessory or decoration only. They are not to be used as a toy. Magic Band Buddies are not for children under the age 
of 3 due to small parts. Adult supervision required.   

Magic Band Buddies are made from biodegradable, plant based PLA (PolyLactic Acid) plastic and Made in the USA (binder rings. carabiners & holders excluded). 
BDI original Magic Band Buddy designs may be inspired by characters, buildings, or other properties of the Walt Disney Company. 

“MagicBand” is a trademark of the Walt Disney Company.  © 2018 All Rights Reserved. 
 
 

   

 
“Back Slide Over (Bottom)” Connection Type 

 
 

1. Unhook the binder ring by 
separating at the split catch 
(opposite the hinge) and 
carefully pulling apart. 
Remove binder ring & set aside.  

 
 

2. To separate the front & back, pull the 
front black “Head” up while pushing the 
purple/silver “Back” down. 
 

3. Place Icon/Puck color of your 
choice (recommended green 
for Maleficent & gray for Black 
Panther) in the oval and reverse 
the process to assemble, lining 
up the top hole for the binder 
ring.  

 

 

1. Unhook the binder ring by 
separating at the split catch 
(opposite the hinge) and 
carefully pulling apart. 
Remove binder ring & set aside.  

 
 

2. Separate the front & back portions by 
pushing the front “Cup” up while 
pushing the back “Saucer/Handle” 
down.  
 

3. Place Icon/Puck color of your 
choice in the oval and reverse 
the process to assemble, lining 
up the top hole for the binder 
ring.  
 

 

Split Catch 

Split Catch 
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